Permanent Specimen
- Place specimen in appropriately sized, dry container

Circulating Nurse presents labeled specimen container to M.D., while stating specimen description.
- Take specimen to CVC Path Lab
  - Write time of collection on log sheet
- Fill specimen container with formalin at least 10 times the volume of the specimen. Formalin should surround tissue on all sides.

Frozen Section
- Place specimen in appropriately sized, dry container
- Complete 7 steps of Pathology Requisition form and add:
  1. OR Room number
  2. OR Room phone
  3. if "patient is awake"
- Specimen in hand, page 8336
  - Page will have 5 parts (parts 1&2 will always be the same)
    1. CVC
    2. Frozen Section
    3. OR #
    4. Attending Surgeon
    5. 7 digit phone # to call for acknowledgement of page
- Pathology called back within 5 minutes?
  - Yes
    - Take specimen to CVC Path Lab
      - Write time of collection on log sheet
  - No
    - Use paging website to page Anatomic Pathology Resident on call. Listed under on call schedules by Department: Pathology - Anatomic
      - Did Pathology call back within 5 minutes?
        - No
          - Use paging website to page Chief or Assistant Chief Resident on call. Listed under on call schedules by department: Pathology - Anatomic
          - Use paging website to page Anatomic Pathology Attending on call. Listed under call schedules by department: Pathology - Anatomic
          - No Answer?
            - Call Main Hospital Frozen Section Lab 936-6790
            - Use paging website to page Anatomic Pathology Attending on call. Listed under call schedules by department: Pathology - Anatomic
              - No Answer?
                - Use paging website to page Anatomic Pathology Attending on call. Listed under call schedules by department: Pathology - Anatomic
                  - No Answer?
                    - No Answer?
                      - No Answer?

Patient Label
1. Patient's Name
2. Patient's Registration Number
3. Patient Location
4. Site of Biopsy
5. Type of Specimen
6. Date/Time
7. Surgeon's Name

Pathology Requisition
1. Relevant Clinical and Surgical History
2. Physician Information
3. Specimen Identification
4. Type of Specimen (permanent or frozen)
5. Specimen Handling Requested (e.g. weight)
6. Pre/Post Op Diagnosis
7. Any other pertinent information